Enhancing the value of your MBA

The Graduate Management Association of Australia

Benefits of membership

- Regular functions with prominent speakers
- Networking functions with fellow MBA graduates
- Contact other members on website
- National Conferences
- Informative newsletters
- Continuing education
- MBA Schools Survey – maintaining standards
- Active lobbying on management education issues

GMAA ASSESSMENT

SWINBURNE MBA
UNIVERSITAS MBA
21 GLOBAL MBA
UTS MBA
UWA MBA
EMBA

CANBERRA MBA
CHARLES DARWIN MBA
CUQ MBA
MELBOURNE MBA
NEWCASTLE MBA
SOUTHERN CROSS MBA
UNSW MBA
USQ MBA
UTS MBA
VU MBA

ACU MBA
ACU MBA (ACC)
CHIFLEY MBA
(TECH MGMT)
GIBARAN MBA
JAMES COOK MBA
MURDOCH MBA
SUNSHINE COAST MBA
TASMANIA MBA
TASMANIA MBA
(MARITIME)
UWS MBA

GMAA assessment

The GMAA is a national association of MBA graduates. Each MBA program has been assessed for its standards and value. The assessment is based upon information derived from the Business Schools, Faculties and organisations that provide the programs and the Department of Education, Science and Training. Any queries concerning this assessment should be directed to the GMAA Secretariat.

Some programs have not been assessed because they:
- have not been running long enough
- may be primarily offered offshore
- have insufficient students in the program
- are specialist rather than general MBAs or
- did not provide all the required data on their program.
All programs are listed alphabetically within each group.

For more information
Contact: GMAA National Secretariat
GPO Box 6328 St Kilda Rd Central
Melbourne Victoria 8008
Ph: 61 3 9526 3109
Fax: 61 3 9525 3656
Email: gmaa@associence.com.au
Website: www.gmaa.asn.au
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